Talking to Law and Economics Associations
Zoom webinar – January 19th, 2024

Program

h. 9:00 – 9:20: Welcome address
Robin Christmann (German Law and Economics Association)
Sophie Harnay (Association Française d’Économie du Droit)
Gabriel Domenech Pascual (Spanish Association of Law and Economics)
Giovanni Battista Ramello (Italian Society of Law and Economics)

h. 9:20 – 9:45
Moral accounting, real effort and Unjust Enrichment: Experimental Evidence
Roee Sarel, Thomas Schilling and Eberhard Feess (University of Hamburg)
Q&A

h. 9:45 – 10:10
Viewers’ Heterogeneous Distaste for Advertisements: Evidence from a Two-Sided Market
Rosa Ferrer, Sully Calderon, Aida Moreu and Paul Richter (Pompeu Fabra University)
Q&A

h. 10:10 – 10:35
Regulation, Compliance and Proximity: Evidence from Nuclear Safety
Mario Amore (HEC, CEPR, ECGI), Chloé Le Coq (Univ. Paris Pantheon-Assas CRED, Stockholm School of Economics SITE, DIW Berlin) and Sebastian Schwenen (Tech. Univ. of Munich, DIW Berlin)
Q&A

h. 10:35 – 11:00
Domestic violence under mobility restrictions: the case of the Covid-19 great lockdown
Lucia Dalla Pellegrina (Bocconi University)
Q&A

h. 11:00 – 11:10: Break
h. 11:10 – 12:00
Teaching and research opportunities in Law and Economics; general discussion

Scientific coordinators: Giuseppe Bellantuono, Giovanni Battista Ramello, Gabriel Domenech Pascual, Sophie Harnay and Andreas Engert

For Zoom credentials please write to giuseppe.bellantuono@unitn.it